W123 glow plug replacement

Sorry, your browser does not support JavaScript! Bad luck : This site, like most others, needs
JavaScript to function properly. This guide focuses on the replacement of the later "pencil"
style small glow plugs with the 12mm thread. Wired in parallel as they are, they can keep
functioning well enough to start your car even with one bad plug. Some brands of glow plugs
have been known to fail prematurely; others have been known to fall apart inside. When using
Bosch, it's good to keep in mind that fraudulent reproductions exist on the market. Look for the.
Be careful where you buy them, and look to see what country they are made in. If you want to be
sure, Bosch offers a way to check the code on the package against their code database. There
are other brands that can be used instead, but be sure to do your research. To make this job
much easier, consider removing your injector hard lines. It makes it easier to get the correct.
Begin by removing the small nut that holds the wire to the top of each glow plug. Use an 8mm
wrench. You'll now be able to pull the wire off the end of each plug. Not that it's likely the wire
ends will be corroded or dirty or both. Wipe them down with a shop towel, and then consider
rubbing them with a fine grit sandpaper, steel wool, or. You should end up with shiny metal.
This will help reduce resistance. Now loosen and remove each of the five glow plugs with a
12mm wrench. Work your way from front to back, with the knowledge that you're saving the
hardest for last; the glow plug on. Be patient Once removed you can inspect and test the glow
plug to see if it was the one that was faulty. Reaming them removes excess carbon which will
make the new glow plugs work better, and will help prevent. It's recommended you use a reamer
made for the job; it threads directly in to the glow plug opening and. To ream the cylinders,
begin by coating the blades of the reamer with some sort of oil like automatic. This will help the
reamer pick up and pull out the excess carbon. Now push the reamer in to the cylinder gently
while turning it. Thread it by hand as far as you can in to the. Then, use a 12mm wrench to
continue to thread it. You'll feel resistance come and go as it. Insert the reamer until it stops
turning against the head, then back it out. Clean it between cylinders with. Here is what the
reamer pulled out of the 1 pre-chamber at the front of the engine. Test each new glow plug
before installing it. Nothing would be worse than struggling to install the 5 glow. Install the new
glow plugs once reaming is complete. Just like any project on your W, sometimes things don't
go as planned. On this car, two of the glow plugs. They then gave up and left these old plugs in
there. As expected, one of the two rounded off plugs was the. It just took patience and some
vice-grips to convince these to come out. There was so much carbon build up. Reaming them
made the new plugs go in easily. This is an article about the model Mercedes Benz W While new
wood trim pieces are no longer available for the W chassis cars from Mercedes, good used. If
you get your hand. The seals on the turbo elbow are designed to keep unfiltered air from being
sucked directly in to your turbo. The top seal is renowned for being difficult to install and even
seasoned mechanics install it in such a way. No one likes a leaky house! Your thermostat is no
different. So fix your leaky thermostat housing gasket now. As always when dealing with. Also
be sure to. For such a small and inexpensive part the sway bar link on the rear suspension of
W's can create quite. If, as you drive or rough roads, you hear a lot of rumbling or clunking from
the rear of the car the first place to. It's easy to diagnose, and almost as easy to replace. Do
yours today; stop living. If you have diagnosed your problematic power window operation in
your W as being caused by the. The regulators on the rear doors cannot even be seen easily
when the panel is removed so it can be. The motors on W cars are supported in the front by a
pair of rubber motor mounts. The mounts attach the. When these mounts begin to compress
and soften, with age and with deterioration from exposure to fluid. The fuel sending unit works
off resistance as a float moves up and down a fragile set of wires inside the float. If your fuel
sending unit has damaged lines, a stuck float, etc. Besides all the rubber fuel lines you see
under the hood every time you check your oil, there are three rubber. These often get neglected
and can end up leaking. This is obviously bad for your fuel economy, and can also lead to
degradation of your axle boots. To replace. If your W has automatic climate control with a
horizontal row of push buttons then the odds are good you. Cracked or "cold" solder joints,
broken buttons, burnt out bulbs,. Learn how with. Learn how here. Please keep in mind that
brake fluid is corrosive to paint so try to keep it from getting on. The soft rubber brake hoses on
your vehicle need to be in solid working condition in order to ensure the. If they are stiff, dry
rotted, cracked, or wheeping fluid they should be replaced. The process covered here will work
on all four soft rubber brake hoses, on each of the four. The calipers on your car are what push
the pads in to the rotors when you hit the brakes. Pretty important. They are exposed to
substantial heat, brake dust, dirt, water, and in certain climates road salt. So it's important to
check them when you replace your pads and pull them off to clean them, rebuild them, or.
Windshield washer fluid might seem like kind of a boring topic; the only time it seems important
is when you. The windshield washer bottle is not attached to the car with any screws, nuts, or
bolts. It simply sits in a. The design of the W air cleaner bracket on the turbo OM engines leaves

a lot to be desired. It's too. The primary fault that comes up for these is that the bracket breaks
at the back end, as you'll see in the. The thermostat on your car regulates how much coolant
flows through the radiator. At first, none is allowed. As your engine warms the. When it reaches
its proper operating temp the thermostat is fully open, allowing. While the high pressure line in
the power steering is a special order part, the low pressure side is a simple. Don't put it off,
power steering fluid will make. Brittle, old injector return lines can leave you stranded when
they split and leak fuel all over your engine. You'll need to keep an even closer eye on them if
you run biodiesel. The injector hard lines deliver fuel from the injection pump to the injectors
are very high pressures; well over. The smallest hair line crack in the metal line will lead to fuel
leaks. In such a situation they will need. Beyond that, not much goes wrong with the hard lines,
but it's good to learn how to remove and install the. As is the case with any rubber parts on
your approximately 30 year old car the fuel filler neck seal on your. W may not be functioning as
it should be. If you use alternative fuels this can be exacerbated by the fuel's. It's not
unexpected, therefore, to find that you might have saggy foam,. The seals that cover the sensor
floats for brake fluid level and the plugs between the master cylinder and the. But one day you'll
be trying. Or, you'll find slow leaks of. Whether it is because of corrosion, rust, rounded off
nuts, or damage from road debris there may be times. In this case of the car used to create this
guide they needed to be replaced because they had corroded to the. The rear discs are very
easy to replace. If you have your rear calipers off and are replacing hoses and pads,. They are
inexpensive and very fast. This guide will explain how to convert your drivers-side armrest to
the longer ones found in the passenger. Carefully pry out insert using the small gaps at the
front. You can use a small flat screwdriver to do this. Don't let a leak trunk lock actuator get you
down. Unfortunately there's no easy way to repair these actuators;. You will love having a
properly. The radiator hoses on your car are subject to a lot of abuse. Heat, expansion and
contraction, corrosives,. The rubber hoses will eventually become. Be proactive and. When
replacing your rear pads, be sure to check your rotors for excess wear. If necessary, have the
roto The majority of your brake system is composed of hard metal lines that, just before
reaching the calipers,. Normally the hoses are what wear out and need to be replaced, but. They
can rust out inside if brake fluid is not changed. These motors are very robust and when a
window is not moving up. However, they are not. If you find a leak in your door lock system
after performing the steps in the vacuum lock system diagnosis. Learn to remove it, check it for
leaks. If you can't repair it you can install a new one and get your door lock. From fluid leaks, to
aged suspension components, to rust there are many items, big and little, to check when.
You're very unlikely to find one without any maintenance or repair. Simply understand that
knowledge is power when it comes to. Yesterday, I followed some tips found elsewhere on the
internet to disable the security alarm on my After driving over 30 miles in suburban traffic with
the intermittent sounding of the annoying horn. This is for a US market sd others may. After
many decades the grounds of your W's electric system may become corroded. Cleaning them
up. Learn to maintain. The coolant in your W is critical for its effective operation. The water in
the mix is what does the cooling;. Over time these features of your coolant degrade. Consult
the. The power window regulators on W cars are prone to bending due to the soft metal they
were made with. When they bend they can cause any number of symptoms; noisy and clunky
movement of the windows, slow. This bending is caused by decades of use, and. Leaks in the
door lock system can cause the door locks to operate poorly. The main "moving part" is a set of
rubber. The door lock system on a W is controlled entirely by vacuum. It is a system made of
many parts and can. The first step to fixing the system is to properly diagnose it. Vacuum
components, such as door and trunk. That's right, there is another filter in the tank on your W!
Mercedes didn't think it was enough to have a. They also chose to install a fuel strainer at the
main outlet for the fuel. This often ignored item can become clogged. Diesel oil is specially
designed to hold diesel soot in suspension within the oil to keep it from clogging oil. If left in
the engine for too many miles it will become full of soot. For this reason you'll want to change
your oil pretty religiously. Some people extend their change intervals to. Oil level is checked
using the engine oil dip stick. It is located on the right side of the engine when facing it. It's
important to check the fuses on your W car, especially if you haven't in a long time or if the car
is new. Additionally, there are certain kinds of fuses that do not work well in the W fuse box and
these can lead to. Learn to check the power steering fluid level on your Mercedes W to keep that
boat turning smoothly! Your power steering fluid reservoir is located within the pump which is
on the right side of your engine, when. In the U. Attached to it are the followin Does your
odometer not turn at all? Does it turn slowly i. Does it turn when cool out, but not when it's hot
outside? All of these are signs that the shaft that. When the master vacuum switch on your door
lock system begins to leak it can prevent the lock side, the. You can replace it with a new part
but it is fairly. To that end, this guide will help you to attempt a repair before springing for the

replacement part. The fuel sending unit on your car, once removed, can be disassembled for
cleaning and inspection before. This is especially helpful since 1 replacement parts are very
expensive new from Mercedes and. Use this guide to help take it down. Did you know that brake
fluid is hygroscopic? In short, this means it literally draws in water from the. This leads to the
potential for corrosion in your car's brake system if you leave the. It's a good practice to change
it every other year. The way to do this is to flush the old. When your car won't start the first
place to check is the battery. Your car needs a solid 12 volts to start. If the car will start after
you charge up your battery, but not the next time you drive, your alternator may not. Same for if
your lights go dim while driving, or your radio acts up, etc. The most often neglected fluid and
filter on the W cars is the power steering fluid and power steering. Don't let it get in the way.
This guide uses the passenger side kick panel as the example,. In order to repair items such as
your window regulators or door lock vacuum actuators, and to properly. This is not difficult, but
there are some. Learn to properly remove your. There are a lot of important components in your
instrument cluster, and it's only a matter of time before you'll. It's not such a daunting task,
once you know a few tricks. This guide. The antenna motors on W cars tend to fail for a few
reasons. Chief among them are the antenna mast. The motor used in this disassembly suffers
from a jammed mast. After opening it, the plastic gears appear to. If you have your rear calipers
off and are replacing hoses and pads, consider changing the rear discs if you have any doubt of
their condition. They are inexpensive and very fast to swap. Register Pernament. JavaScript is
disabled Sorry, your browser does not support JavaScript! W glow plug, pencil style
replacement Facebook Twitter. These are installed in most W's after , which was a transition
year. However, the startup may come with some rough running until that cylinder starts to wake
up. After you lose a second, you'll have a rough time getting the car running on a cold day. So
get your new glow plugs installed now! Don't wait to get stuck somewhere. Some brands of
glow plugs have been known to fail prematurely; others have been known to fall apart inside the
pre-chamber leading to much more work to remove them. Look for the proper authenticity
marking. Step 2 To make this job much easier, consider removing your injector hard lines. It
makes it easier to get the correct tools on the glow plugs for removal. Step 3 Begin by removing
the small nut that holds the wire to the top of each glow plug. Step 4 You'll now be able to pull
the wire off the end of each plug. Wipe them down with a shop towel, and then consider rubbing
them with a fine grit sandpaper, steel wool, or emery cloth to remove any corrosion. This will
help reduce resistance and make the system work better. Step 5 Now loosen and remove each
of the five glow plugs with a 12mm wrench. Work your way from front to back, with the
knowledge that you're saving the hardest for last; the glow plug on cylinder number 5, furthest
at the back of the engine, is difficult to reach. Step 6 Once removed you can inspect and test the
glow plug to see if it was the one that was faulty. Step 7 While the glow plugs are out, it's now
time to ream the openings in the pre-chambers. Reaming them removes excess carbon which
will make the new glow plugs work better, and will help prevent premature failure. It's
recommended you use a reamer made for the job; it threads directly in to the glow plug opening
and makes this job quick and easy. Step 8 To ream the cylinders, begin by coating the blades of
the reamer with some sort of oil like automatic transmission fluid or gear oil. Thread it by hand
as far as you can in to the pre-chamber hole. You'll feel resistance come and go as it carves out
the carbon. Clean it between cylinders with some brake cleaner. Step 9 Here is what the reamer
pulled out of the 1 pre-chamber at the front of the engine. Step 10 Test each new glow plug
before installing it. Nothing would be worse than struggling to install the 5 glow plug back
behind the oil filter housing only to find it was bad out of the box. Step 11 Install the new glow
plugs once reaming is complete. Step 12 Just like any project on your W, sometimes things
don't go as planned. On this car, two of the glow plugs had been rounded off by a previous
owner or mechanic. As expected, one of the two rounded off plugs was the bad one. There was
so much carbon build up the "squeaked" as they rubbed on it on the way out. W wood trim
replacement Introduction While new wood trim pieces are no longer available for the W chassis
cars from Mercedes, good used wood is often fairly easy to find and there are some people who
are restoring wood trim. Step 1 Wood Trim Looking at these two picture W turbo elbow seals
replacement Introduction The seals on the turbo elbow are designed to keep unfiltered air from
being sucked directly in to your turbo. The top seal is renowned for being difficult to install and
even seasoned mechanics install it in such a way that reduces its effectiveness. Replace yours,
and install it properly! Also, the lower seal on the turbo is prone to premature again due to
exposure to heat from W thermostat housing gasket, diesel replacement Introduction No one
likes a leaky house! So fix your leaky thermostat housing gasket now and keep your engine
clean and dry on the outside, wet on the inside As always when dealing with automotive fluids
you should wear the proper protective gear, such as gloves and glasses. Also be sure to catch
the fluid properly and dispose of it safely and in an environ W sway bar link replacement

Introduction For such a small and inexpensive part the sway bar link on the rear suspension of
W's can create quite the racket. If, as you drive or rough roads, you hear a lot of rumbling or
clunking from the rear of the car the first place to check is the sway bar links. Do yours today;
stop living with the noise! Step 1 Sway Bar Li W power window regulator, rear replacement
Introduction If you have diagnosed your problematic power window operation in your W as
being caused by the regulator itself, or the regulator motor, the regulator will need to be
removed from the door for inspection and testing. The regulators on the rear doors cannot even
be seen easily when the panel is removed so it can be puzzling to figure out how they are
removed. This guide will s W motor mount replacement Introduction The motors on W cars are
supported in the front by a pair of rubber motor mounts. The mounts attach the motor to the
frame of the car while buffering the motor to prevent excess vibration from being felt by the
driver. When these mounts begin to compress and soften, with age and with deterioration from
exposure to fluid leaks, increased vibration will be felt in the car. W fuel sending unit
replacement Introduction The fuel sending unit works off resistance as a float moves up and
down a fragile set of wires inside the float tube that makes up the body of the unit. This guide
will help you remove the part W fuel lines rear replacement Introduction Besides all the rubber
fuel lines you see under the hood every time you check your oil, there are three rubber fuel lines
at the rear of the car just under the fuel tank. To replace them you'll need to drain the tank.
Learn how to do W climate control unit v2 replacement Introduction If your W has automatic
climate control with a horizontal row of push buttons then the odds are good you will someday
need to give it some attention. Cracked or "cold" solder joints, broken buttons, burnt out bulbs,
etc. Learn how with this guide. Step 1 Climate Control Unit v2 To assist Replacing the pads is
one of the simplest ways to keep your front brakes working effectively. Please keep in mind that
brake fluid is corrosive to paint so try to keep it from getting on your car's paint. Be sure to
rinse it off if any does land on your paint. When replacing W brake hose replacement
Introduction The soft rubber brake hoses on your vehicle need to be in solid working condition
in order to ensure the safety of your brake system. If they are stiff, dry rotted, cracked, or
wheeping fluid they should be replaced right away. The process covered here will work on all
four soft rubber brake hoses, on each of the four wheels. The mounting points are simply
different between the fr W brake caliper, front replacement Introduction The calipers on your car
are what push the pads in to the rotors when you hit the brakes. Pretty important stuff! So it's
important to check them when you replace your pads and pull them off to clean them, rebuild
them, or replace them if needed. Please note that when working wit Don't let a leaky bottle or
bad pump ruin your day, replace them now. It simply sits in a bracket that holds it W turbo air
cleaner housing bracket replacement Introduction The design of the W air cleaner bracket on
the turbo OM engines leaves a lot to be desired. It's too thin of a metal to hold up to the heavy
weight and harsh vibration seen by the air cleaner sticking out over the turbo. The primary fault
that comes up for these is that the bracket breaks at the back end, as you'll see in the pictures
below. Step 1 Turbo Air Cleaner Hous W diesel thermostat replacement Introduction The
thermostat on your car regulates how much coolant flows through the radiator. At first, none is
allowed through; this helps the engine warm up faster to the proper operating temperature. As
your engine warms the thermostat begins to open. When it reaches its proper operating temp
the thermostat is fully open, allowing full coolant flow. Assuming the rest of your cooling syste
W power steering low pressure hose replacement Introduction While the high pressure line in
the power steering is a special order part, the low pressure side is a simple hose that can be
replaced by just removing a few hose clamps. Don't put it off, power steering fluid will make a
mess of your engine mount on that side of the car, and your driveway! W fuel return line
replacement Introduction Brittle, old injector return lines can leave you stranded when they split
and leak fuel all over your engine. Biodiesel literally dissolves rubber! Learn to replace them
now, and keep some spare in your trunk for emergencies. Step 1 Fuel Return Line As shown W
fuel injector hard line replacement Introduction The injector hard lines deliver fuel from the
injection pump to the injectors are very high pressures; well over psi! In such a situation they
will need to be replaced. Beyond that, not much goes wrong with the hard lines, but it's good to
learn how to remove and install the lines so you can pull them W fuel filler neck seal
replacement Introduction As is the case with any rubber parts on your approximately 30 year
old car the fuel filler neck seal on your W may not be functioning as it should be. If you use
alternative fuels this can be exacerbated by the fuel's reaction when it contacts the rubber.
Change it today before you get water, fuel, or dirt in to your trunk through this opening. Step 1
Fuel Filler Neck Seal It's not unexpected, therefore, to find that you might have saggy foam,
broken springs, stuck seat rails, broken seat handles, torn fabric, cracked leather, or torn vinyl,
or a host of other issues. While each of these can be fixed on your W brake reservoir rubber
seals seplacement Introduction The seals that cover the sensor floats for brake fluid level and

the plugs between the master cylinder and the brake fluid reservoir are pretty easy to forget
about when they are doing their job. But one day you'll be trying to pressure bleed or flush your
brakes and you'll find brake fluid gushing out! Or, you'll find slow leaks of brake fluid when
checking your oil or doing ot W brake line, rear replacement Introduction Whether it is because
of corrosion, rust, rounded off nuts, or damage from road debris there may be times when you
need to replace the hard lines in your brake system. In this case of the car used to create this
guide they needed to be replaced because they had corroded to the soft rubber hoses to the
point where the nuts on the hard lines rounded off during rubber hose removal W brake disc,
rear replacement Introduction The rear discs are very easy to replace. Step 1 Remove the
caliper You will first need to remove your wheel to complete the remainder of this job. Then
unbolt the two 19mm bolts on the back o W drivers extended armrest repair Introduction This
guide will explain how to convert your drivers-side armrest to the longer ones found in the
passenger side and back seats. Remove the phillips screw and put the trim and insert aside. Be
careful removing the insert, it is e W trunk lock vacuum actuator replacement Introduction Don't
let a leak trunk lock actuator get you down. Unfortunately there's no easy way to repair these
actuators; your best bet is to find a good used actuator or a new one and replace it. You will
love having a properly working trunk lock; it makes life much easier, and locking your key in the
trunk almost impossible. W radiator hose replacement Introduction The radiator hoses on your
car are subject to a lot of abuse. Heat, expansion and contraction, corrosives, etc. The rubber
hoses will eventually become brittle, and could begin leaking at their ends or may even crack
and leak along their length. Be proactive and replace them today. All you need is a screwdriver!
Step W brake pads, rear replacement Introduction Replacing the pads is one of the simplest
ways to keep your front brakes working effectively. W brake line, front driver's side replacement
Introduction The majority of your brake system is composed of hard metal lines that, just before
reaching the calipers, connect with soft rubber hoses. Normally the hoses are what wear out
and need to be replaced, but sometimes you'll have a need to replace the hard lines. They can
rust out inside if brake fluid is not changed often enough, they can seize to the rubber hoses
and the nuts can W brake caliper, rear replacement Introduction The calipers on your car are
what push the pads in to the rotors when you hit the brakes. Please note that when working with
W window regulator "drill open" style window motor repair Introduction The power window
regulators in the W cars are powered by a motor with a gear that moves corresponding gears on
the regulator. These motors are very robust and when a window is not moving up and down
properly it's often the regulator, not the motor, that is the problem. However, they are not
everlasting or invincible! Age, combined with a certain amount of abuse when using th W fuel
door lock actuator repair Introduction If you find a leak in your door lock system after
performing the steps in the vacuum lock system diagnosis guide one of the possible points for
leaks is the fuel door lock actuator. Learn to remove it, check it for leaks out of the car, and
potentially repair it. If you can't repair it you can install a new one and get your door lock
system back to working order. Step 1 Repai W diesel pre-purchase inspection Introduction
From fluid leaks, to aged suspension components, to rust there are many items, big and little, to
check when you are considering buying a W Diesel. You're very unlikely to find one without any
maintenance or repair items to address so don't let this deter you. Simply understand that
knowledge is power when it comes to buying an older used car. You'll better know what you're
g W security alarm disable Introduction Yesterday, I followed some tips found elsewhere on the
internet to disable the security alarm on my sd MB. After driving over 30 miles in suburban
traffic with the intermittent sounding of the annoying horn and light show the whole way it was
time for this "system" to go. This is for a US market sd others may vary. Step 1 Remove
floormats Remove passenger right fl W electric ground contacts cleaning Introduction After
many decades the grounds of your W's electric system may become corroded. Cleaning them
up can help fix or prevent a variety of electric gremlins that can crop up on an older car. Learn
to maintain several of these grounds with this guide. Step 1 How to clean Mercedes W Electric
Ground contacts The primary ground for your car's electric system is the gro W how to change
coolant Introduction The coolant in your W is critical for its effective operation. The water in the
mix is what does the cooling; the coolant helps to raise the boiling point of the water and also
prevents corrosion of metal in the engine that would occur if straight water was used instead.
Consult the manufacturer of your coolant for proper chang W rear power window regulator
repair Introduction The power window regulators on W cars are prone to bending due to the soft
metal they were made with. When they bend they can cause any number of symptoms; noisy
and clunky movement of the windows, slow moving windows, or the windows may not function
at all. This bending is caused by decades of use, and happens more quickly in cases where the
regulator has been neglected and W door lock vacuum actuator, early style repair Introduction
The door locks on many W Mercedes Benz are locked and unlocked using vacuum produced by

the vacuum pump on the engine. One common item that leaks is the vacuum operated lock
actuators. The main "moving part" is a set of rubber diaphragms that, with age, get brittle and
crack. With this guide, you will l W vacuum lock system diagnosis technique Introduction The
door lock system on a W is controlled entirely by vacuum. It is a system made of many parts
and can be complicated to diagnose properly if you've never done it before, and especially if the
system has been left to deteriorate for some time. Vacuum components, such as door and trunk
lock actuators, can be qui W fuel tank strainer maintenance Introduction That's right, there is
another filter in the tank on your W! Mercedes didn't think it was enough to have a fuel pre-filter,
and a large spin on filter. They also chose to install a fuel strainer at the main outlet for the fuel
tank to keep large particles out of your W's fuel system. This often ignored item can become
clogged enough that it 1 slows fuel flow to your engin W diesel oil and filter change, under car
Introduction Diesel oil is specially designed to hold diesel soot in suspension within the oil to
keep it from clogging oil passages, building up on cylinder walls, etc. If left in the engine for too
many miles it will become full of soot and won't be able to suspend it any longer. Some people
extend their change intervals to W how to check the oil level Introduction Learn to check your
engine oil level. Don't let it get low; it's the life blood of your car! Step 1 How to check the oil
level in your Mercedes W Oil level is checked using the engine oil dip stick. It is located on the
right side of the engine when facing it from the front of the car. The W used in this guide is a
diesel car so the dip stick is located near the large se W how to check fuses Introduction It's
important to check the fuses on your W car, especially if you haven't in a long time or if the car
is new to you. A blown fuse can often be the culprit for what seems to be larger electrical
problems. Additionally, there are certain kinds of fuses that do not work well in the W fuse box
and these can lead to problems later on if not replaced now. Learn to check your W power
steering fluid checking Introduction Learn to check the power steering fluid level on your
Mercedes W to keep that boat turning smoothly! Step 1 Checking Power Steering Fluid in your
Mercedes W Your power steering fluid reservoir is located within the pump which is on the right
side of your engine, when facing it from the front of the car. W odometer repairing Introduction
Does your odometer not turn at all? All of these are signs that the shaft that turns the odometer
has been worn smooth and is slipping. This is by far the most common reason for odometer
failure. W door lock master vacuum switch repairing Introduction When the master vacuum
switch on your door lock system begins to leak it can prevent the lock side, the unlock side, or
even both sides from properly functioning. You can replace it with a new part but it is fairly
expensive for such a simple device. Guide credit goes to Nick W fuel sending unit disassembly
and cleaning Introduction The fuel sending unit on your car, once removed, can be
disassembled for cleaning and inspection before replacing it. This is especially helpful since 1
replacement parts are very expensive new from Mercedes and 2 used parts are just as likely to
be faulty as the unit in your car currently. Use this guide to help take it down and maintain it.
Step 1 Mercedes W fuel sendi In short, this means it literally draws in water from the
surrounding environment. This leads to the potential for corrosion in your car's brake system if
you leave the brake fluid for too long. The way to do this is to flush the old fluid out of the
system using fresh fluid. When you W basic battery and alternator test technique Introduction
When your car won't start the first place to check is the battery. Your car needs a solid 12 volts
to start properly. If the car will start after you charge up your battery, but not the next time you
drive, your alternator may not be properly re-charging it. It's very easy to do some basic testing
to see W how to fix "screw open" style window regulator Introduction The power window
regulators in the W cars are powered by a motor with a gear that moves corresponding gears on
the regulator. W how to change power steering fluid and filter Introduction The most often
neglected fluid and filter on the W cars is the power steering fluid and power steering filter.
Learn to change yours today, and extend the life of your pump and steering gear box. See the
guide on jac Don't let it get in the way of your doing your own diagnosis and work! This guide
uses the passenger side kick panel as the example, the driver's side is basically the same. Step
1 Kick Pa W disassembling the door panel Introduction In order to repair items such as your
window regulators or door lock vacuum actuators, and to properly lubricate your lock
mechanisms, you will need to pull your door panel. This is not difficult, but there are some little
tricks and "hidden" screws that can make it challenging the first time. Learn to properly remove
your panel with this guide. This will allow you to easily mov W instrument cluster removal
Introduction There are a lot of important components in your instrument cluster, and it's only a
matter of time before you'll need to pull it out to fix something. This guide should help with this
task. Step 1 Instrument Cluster Begin by disconnecting your battery, pulling off the negative ground cable. This is required for t W antenna motor disassembly Introduction The antenna
motors on W cars tend to fail for a few reasons. Chief among them are the antenna mast
jamming up, seizing the electric motor, or the internal gears that move the shaft break from lack

of lubrication. After opening it, the plastic gears appear to be in good shape. They will be used
to try and fix anoth Then unbolt the two 19mm bolts on the back of th All rights reserved. Time
Required. This guide focuses on the replacement of the later "pencil" style small glow plugs
with the 12mm thread. These are installed in most W's after , which was a transition year. Wired
in parallel as they are, they can keep functioning well enough to start your car even with one
bad plug. However, the startup may come with some rough running until that cylinder starts to
wake up. It is highly recommended to use glow plugs made by the original OEM supplier,
Bosch. Some brands of glow plugs have been known to fail prematurely; others have been
known to fall apart inside the pre-chamber leading to much more work to remove them. When
using Bosch, it's good to keep in mind that fraudulent reproductions exist on the market. Look
for the proper authenticity marking. Be careful where you buy them, and look to see what
country they are made in. If you want to be sure, Bosch offers a way to check the code on the
package against their code database. There are other brands that can be used instead, but be
sure to do your research. To make this job much easier, consider removing your injector hard
lines. It makes it easier to get the correct tools on the glow plugs for removal. For guidance on
this, see the injector hard line removal guide. Begin by removing the small nut that holds the
wire to the top of each glow plug. Use an 8mm wrench. Wipe them down with a shop towel, and
then consider rubbing them with a fine grit sandpaper, steel wool, or emery cloth to remove any
corrosion. You should end up with shiny metal. This will help reduce resistance and make the
system work better. Work your way from front to back, with the knowledge that you're saving
the hardest for last; the glow plug on cylinder number 5, furthest at the back of the engine, is
difficult to reach. Be patient Once removed you can inspect and test the glow plug to see if it
was the one that was faulty. While the glow plugs are out, it's now time to ream the openings in
the pre-chambers. Reaming them removes excess carbon which will make the new glow plugs
work better, and will help prevent premature failure. It's recommended you use a reamer made
for the job; it threads directly in to the glow plug opening and makes this job quick and easy. To
ream the cylinders, begin by coating the blades of the reamer with some sort of oil like
automatic transmission fluid or gear oil. This will help the reamer pick up and pull out the
excess carbon. Now push the reamer in to the cylinder gently while turning it. Thread it by hand
as far as you can in to the pre-chamber hole. Then, use a 12mm wrench to continue to thread it.
You'll feel resistance come and go as it carves out the carbon. Insert the reamer until it stops
turning against the head, then back it out. Clean it between cylinders with some brake cleaner.
Here is what the reamer pulled out of the 1 pre-chamber at the front of the engine. Test each
new glow plug before installing it. Nothing would be worse than struggling to install the 5 glow
plug back behind the oil filter housing only to find it was bad out of the box. See the glow plug
testing technique guide for help with this. Just like any project on your W, sometimes things
don't go as planned. On this car, two of the glow plugs had been rounded off by a previous
owner or mechanic. They then gave up and left these old plugs in there. As expected, one of the
two rounded off plugs was the bad one. It just took patience and some vice-grips to convince
these to come out. There was so much carbon build up the "squeaked" as they rubbed on it on
the way out. Reaming them made the new plugs go in easily. Cancel: I did not complete this
guide. Badges: I didn't know that I needed a Glow plug prechamber Reamer for this Job! Thank
you for a clear Step by Step Guidance, much appreciated!! Removing the fuel lines was key to
making the job easier. Also a good ratcheting box wrench was necessary. I picked up a nice
Husky brand from Home Depot, black anodized, fine ratchet. Also cleaning out the carbon with
the boring tool is another step you don't want to skip, I was surprised at how much build up
came out. The build up actually made it difficult to remove the glow plug. Replaced at K, not
sure if they had been replaced before. Thanks for the step by step guide. All in all this was a
pretty simple operation that flowed very smoothly. I did however run into an issue removing the
nut and wire on the 1 glow plug at the front of the engine. The nut turned very easily, but seems
to be fused to the wire, therefore it wants to twist the wire around with it and it wont break
loose. I don't want to twist too much because I'm afraid I'll break the wire. I tried WD and it
wouldn't work, I even tried holding the wire with a pair of needle nose pliers to no avail. Any
tips, tricks or ideas on what I might try?? For anyone that might b
2017 q7
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e reading this now or in the future. WD sucks for applications like this. Remember not to touch
the bolt. Fix Your Stuff. Difficulty Moderate. Steps Time Required 45 minutes. Sections 1. Glow
Plug, Pencil Style 12 steps. Flags 0. Introduction This guide focuses on the replacement of the
later "pencil" style small glow plugs with the 12mm thread. After you lose a second, you'll have

a rough time getting the car running on a cold day. So get your new glow plugs installed now!
Don't wait to get stuck somewhere. Smart Wrench 8mm, 12mm Not for sale. Step 1 Glow Plug,
Pencil Style. Add a comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. Step 5. Step 6. Step
7. Step 8. Step 9. Step Almost done! To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in
reverse order. You're Finished! Author with 1 other contributor. Thanks this helped a lot.
Thanks again! Sehe gute Beschreinung. Sie hat mir gut geholfen. Vielen Dank. Single Step Full
Guide. Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:.

